
New phone in an old coat

The Essence has kept its design for five
generations. There is a reason for that.
During the life of the Essence family,
no single negative comment to its design,
ergonomics or control has been received. The
Essence has been in thousands of commercial
projects, many of them are still active.
Supplementing these projects with a model of
a different design would not work well.

What's new?

New internal architecture
There is a completely new architecture inside
the phone based on a modern powerful
processor and an extended memory.

OS Linux
Transition to the OS Linux brings further
improvements of system robustness and
security and in the future it promises much
greater possibilities of connection to other
communication platforms.
Specific SWmodifications will be significantly
easier thanks to the possibility of remote logs
capturing.

OTA firmware update
Now the FW update can be triggered from the
phone keyboard as you know e.g. from Android,
or remotely via cloud as before.

Minor improvements
Minor improvements, e.g. extended memory for
saving contacts, are not as noticeable as
simplified UI. The LED lights have been unified,
generally flashing red indicates an activity. The
control of hotkeys is as intuitive as car radio
memory buttons.

Intrusion protection

High security standards of Linux OS, together
with our proprietary security system, make
Essences highly protected against possible
privacy attacks.

Cloud administration

Jablotool.com is an easy-to-use web-console for
remote control and administration of phones.
Administrators get the tool for bulk registration
of the phones, keeping company contacts
up-to-date, setting up calling restrictions or
timing bulk FW updates. You gain remote
phone and
messages
management or
access to call
forwarding
settings. All with
just a few clicks
and without fees.

www.noabe.com



Type: GDP-10

Technology:

Bands:

LTE, UMTS/HSPA+,
GSM/GPRS/EDGE

GSM: B3/B8
WCDMA: B1/B8
LTE (FDD): B1/B3/B7/B8/B20/B28A

VoLTE: Yes

Call functions: HD Voice (AMR-WB), Conference call, Call waiting, Call forwarding,
Programmable USSD/DTMF call transfer sequence, ECT (2G/3G only),
Speakerphone, Mute, Hold, Caller ID

Memory: 5.000 names (15.000 numbers), 100 text messages, 100 records in call
history

One-touch access: Quick dialling (11 hotkeys), Call history, Contacts, Call transfer,
Speakerphone, Silent mode

Cloud administration: Phone group administration, shared phonebook, contact sync,
writing text messages (SMS), reading text messages (SMS),
call history sync, remote call forwarding setting, assigning of user
and user rights, firmware update

Menu languages: English, Čeština, Dansk, Deutsch, Español, Français, Italiano,
Magyar, Nederlands, Norsk, Polski, Português, Slovenčina,
Slovene, Suomi, Svensk

Dimensions: 175 x 220 x 110 mm, 860 g

Powering: Adaptor: 5V/1A (miniUSB); EU, US, UK plug
Backup battery: 1300 mAh (Li-ion)

Producer

NOABE s.r.o.

V Nivach 12
46601 Jablonec nad Nisou
Czech Republic

Guaranteed quality

Essence is a reliable desktop
phone for everyday use. Four
previous generations of Essence
phones have an excellent track
record. As a proof of our
confidence in quality we provide
a prolonged three-year warranty.
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